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The structure of battery-driven converter and
requirements for its elements

Introduction
Electromagnetic and ultrasonic fluid flow converters
are used for commercial account the most widely.
Converters of both types have sufficient conversion
accuracy. Therefore other parameters must be evaluated
for competitive alternative of these converters. One of the
important parameters is energy consumption, necessary for
conversion process. This is especially relevant for devices
with autonomous supply. There have been made recently
only battery-driven ultrasonic fluid flow converters.
However, there appear now electromagnetic fluid flow
converters with autonomous supply (Siemens, ABB, Idex
corporation). Firms, which have announced about creation
of such devices, thoroughly conceal means, which were
taken for reduce of energy consumption. It is evident that it
is the complex of means, which requires accurate
theoretical and experimental investigation, using the
newest methods of signal processing and the newest
element base.
The main problems, which are important for creation
of battery-driven electromagnetic flow converters BEMFC,
are analyzed. The flow converters with fully filled channel
are investigated. We suppose, that fluid has ionic
conductivity. Fluid flow is axis-symmetric and parallel to
channel axis.

The structure of battery-driven electromagnetic flow
converter is shown in Fig. 1.
In this figure IFC is primary flow converter, ECG excitation current generator, MPU – measurement and
processing unity, PE – power element. It is evident that all
these units should be constructed, maximally economizing
power consumption.
Because the velocity of fluid has only component vz,
electrode signal of IFC ex can be expressed [1]

∫τ

e x = ( J x B y − J y B x )v z dτ ,

(1)

where Bx and By are components of magnetic flux density
vector B, Jx and Jy – components of virtual current density
vector J, τ – volume of active channel zone (in which B is
not negligible).
The alternative of channel profile. The channels of
round and rectangular cross-sections are used in
electromagnetic flow converters. The dotted electrodes are
used in round channel, only. The wide electrodes can be
used in rectangular channel. The density of virtual current
is bigger between wide electrodes rather than between
dotted electrodes. Therefore, the stronger signal could be
obtained, using rectangular channel with wide electrodes,
when the same magnetic field is created in active channel
zone. The virtual current is directed along axis x, in this
case. Seeking maximal economy, magnetic circuit should
be constructed in the way, when magnetic current in zone
of electrode signal formation is directed towards y.
Electrode signal of BEMFC with rectangular channel
could be expressed [1]
B

B

exs = B y dv z = B y

Fig. 1. Structural scheme of BEMFC

Rectangular coordinate system will be superposed
with converter channel, supposing that straight line, which
connects electrodes centers, coincides with axis x, and
channel axis coincides with axis z.

d
Q ,
S

(2)

where d – is the distance between electrodes, S – area of
channel cross- section in electrode plane, v z - average
velocity of fluid, Q – volume flow of fluid.
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The sensitivity of electrode signal to volume flow Q
for concrete sensor channel dimensions is determined by
magnetic flux density By. In turn, the density of magnetic
flux depends on the magnetic flux excitation current Ie. We
define the transfer coefficient Km of magnetic circuit as
B

Km =

By
Ie

.

(3)

Fig. 2. Equivalent electric scheme of primary flow converter

The power, which is needed for flow measurement, is
proportional to second power of excitation current

Pm ≈ I e2 Rout ,

(4)

where Rout – output resistance of excitation current
generator ECG. Therefore, the magnetic circuit must be
designed in the way that Km would be as big as possible.
We could dispense energy consumption in this way
W = Wm + W p = qPmtΣ + (1 − q) Pp tΣ ,

(5)

where Wm is energy consumption during all measurement
time, Wp and Pp are, respectively, energy and power
consumptions, during all pauses between measurements, q
– relative measurement interval of. It is expressed as
q=

Tm
,
Tc

Fig. 3. Noised signal

For standard electromagnetic flow converters this
signal can be filtered by analog or digital signal
integration. However it’s enough if the pause and impulse
intervals are the same. In battery-driven flow converters
relative measurement interval q must be maximal reduced.
Therefore, every measured impulse must be maximal
filtered i.e. filter must have minimal inertia. Evaluating the
components of noise of signal, the best variant is use of
Wavelet filters for filtering.

(6)

where Tm – the interval of one measurement, Tc – the
interval of one measurement cycle together with pause.
Relative measurement interval must be chosen according
to flow dynamics and the common measurement time.
Energy consumption for measurement Wm composes
95% of total energy consumption W in well designed
BEMFC.
The excitation current Ie, needed for measurement, and
relative measurement interval q can be reduced using
effective filtration of electrode signal.

Filtration

When technologies are developing rapidly, and the
number of operations, performed by microprocessor,
enlarges, digital filters can often be of service to the
process of measurement signal exclusion from
disturbances. As an example we will show digital filtration
of signals with a help of discrete Wavelets transform [2 4].
The realization of discrete Wavelet transform with the
help of analysis filters
Using filters in Wavelet analysis, the signal is
decomposed into components, for which there are used
concepts of “approximations”, which agree with
components of low frequency, and concepts of “details”,
which correspond with the components of high frequency.
Wavelet function ψ corresponds with pulse reaction of

Electrode signal

Reducing excitation current of magnetic field, we also
reduce flow signal ex, induced in electrodes. The parasitic
electrode signals show up in this case. In Fig.2 there is
shown equivalent electric scheme of channel. Components
of scheme are: eX – the source of flow signal; ep – the
source of parasitic signals; Ri and Ci - resistance and
capacity of twofold electric layer, which is near electrodes,
Rin – input resistance of measurement and processing unit
MPU, RS - channel wall resistance. Parasitic signals can be
divided into quasi-stationary ones Ep and variables Δep.
Quasi- stationary component Ep of parasitic signals is
easily removed remembering its value in pause finish
moment. The main reason of parasitic signals Δep is noise
of electrodes.
The typical signal of electrodes, when the average
velocity of fluid flow is equal to 0,05 m/s and excitation
current Ie=114mA is shown in Fig. 3. Three major types of
noise can be separated in this signal: spikes, 1/f noise and
white noise. If we want to reduce excitation current, this
signal must be filtered.

high frequency filter, and scale’s function φ – pulse
reaction of low frequency filters.
Discrete Wavelet transform (the process of analysis)
could be expressed by the following equation

f (t ) = ∑ cA j (k )ϕ i ,k (t ) + ∑ cD j (k )ψ i ,k (t ) , (7)
k

k

where

ϕ i ,k = ∑ h0 (n − 2k )ϕ i +1,n (t )
n
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(8)

ψ i ,k (t ) = ∑ h1 (n − 2k )ϕ i +1,n (t )

Fig. 6. The realization, using Haar filters of 1 level

(9)

n

In the Fig. 4 there is shown three - leveled filters set
of “tree chart” structure [4].

Fig. 4. The set of three - leveled analysis filters

For this set of three- leveled analysis filters, signal cAj
is equal to
cA j = cA j −3 + cD j −1 + cD j − 2 + cD j −3 .

Fig. 7. The realization, using Haar filters of 2 level

(10)

Inverse discrete Wavelet transform with the help of
synthesis filters
Using inverse discrete Wavelet transform IDWT the
initial signal f (t ) can be synthesized
cA j = ∑ h0 (n − 2k )cA j −1 (k ) + ∑ h1 (n − 2k )cD j −1 (k ) .
k

k

(11)
The realization of IDWT corresponds with the set of
synthesis filters, shown in Fig. 5. Here h0(n) and h1(n) –
pulse reactions of filters.
The filtration of electromagnetic converters of fluid’s
flow, using sets of different Wavelets filters
Because the biggest influence of parasitic noises
occurs near little flows, we chose the velocity of flow
v=0,05m/s for experiment. In the Fig. 3 there is shown
noised signal [4].

Fig. 8. The realization, using Haar filters of 3 level

Fig. 9. The realization, using Haar filters of 4 level
Fig. 5. The set of three- leveled synthesis’ filters

Using filters’ sets of the simplest Haar Wavelet, we
performed the filtration of 1-4 levels, which are
respectively shown in Fig. 6-9.
As it is seen from Fig. 3, 6-9, significant
neutralization of noises occurs till using 4 - leveled Haar
filters.

Fig. 10. The realization, using 4- leveled different filters

The filtration of higher level is inappropriate.
Supposing that in our case optimal realization of discrete
Wavelet transform, using filters sets, is 4- leveled, we
accomplished 4- leveled filtration, which is shown in Fig.
3, using Wavelets of different types [4]. Results are shown
in Fig. 10.
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2. The same response with smaller excitation current
could be reached, using channel with rectangular crosssection.
3. For the filtration of the signal it is recommended to
use discrete Wavelet transform.
4. The best is to use 4- leveled sets of filters for
filtration of electromagnetic flow converter electrode
signal.
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Fig. 11. The comparison of noised signal with filtrated signal

As it is seen, there is no significant difference,
choosing different types of Wavelets.
In Fig. 11 for comparison are shown original (noised),
and signal filtered by 4- leveled Haar filters.
Conclusions

1. Creating the battery-driven electromagnetic flow
converters, the main attention must be paid on reduction of
excitation current of magnetic field.
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